
SAVE MONEY AND FEEL WARMER WITH RADFAN
The design of a traditional radiator means around 80% of the heat generated rises, often absorbed into curtains or lost in the ceiling - Radfan
redirects heat to where it's needed most, your height!

If the thought of another expensive, cold and uncomfortable winter fills you with dread, it’s time to make a change. So make a smart change
with Radfan.

From 2013, four of the last five UK winters were recorded as colder than average, yet 70% of Brits cut back on heating during the big freeze.
Sacrificing comfort in a quest to save money, many admitted to deliberately lingering in warm public places for longer, cuddling up to pets for
warmth and getting into bed earlier than they otherwise would.

The design of a traditional radiator means around 80% of the heat generated rises, often absorbed into curtains or lost in the ceiling.

Radfan’s ingenious low power fan unit improves radiator efficiency by redirecting hot air horizontally into the room, bringing warm air which
would have escaped out of the window or collected at the ceiling down to a more useful height- your height.

The automatic thermostatic operation keeps running cost at less than £2 per year and increases temperature at sofa height by over 1°C.
Radfan is proven to reduce heating bills by 5%, which could mean a massive saving of around £100 per year for the average household*.

Radfan requires no professional installation, securing by magnet to the top of any steel panel radiator in less than 30 seconds; it’s as easy to
set up as a desk lamp.

Feel in control of your bills this winter with Radfan, the discreet and active solution that provides an instant and noticeable change to the
warmth of your home.

Radfan conducted testing at Salford University’s Energy House – for full results, please visit www.radfan.com/energy-saving.

Radfan is available to purchase through Amazon and at www.Radfan.com (Click here for Amazon reviews )

Radfan Classic RRP £49.99

Radfan Long RRR £89.99
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Radfan believes that comfort shouldn't be sacrificed in the face of rising fuel bills and we develop products that make you warmer and save
you money. Behind the company is a team of expert engineers, architects and designers working to make your home a better place.


